On December 5th, the Overseas Chinese Affairs Committee held the "2020 Industry-Academic Cooperation Special Class Results Expo for Overseas Chinese Students" at the Multifunctional Exhibition Hall of Taipei Main Station. It hopes that this will allow the Chinese and related industries to understand the school performance and further promote the industry to use it. Graduates of this special class have become pioneers in the advancement of enterprises located in Southeast Asia. I believe that through the three advantages of the extra class "internationalization, globalization, and localization", I hope that all overseas Chinese students will also be able to bravely pursue dreams. "This is an opportunity to reverse life, and I encourage students to promise themselves a successful future."

The Overseas Chinese Affairs Committee and 26 industry-and-cooperating schools for overseas students, the Federation of Taiwanese Chambers of Commerce in Asia, and NGO organizations jointly organized the "Industry-University Cooperation for Overseas Chinese Students Achievement Expo", which not only showed the students' bartending, Combing hairstyles and other learning achievements, there are also Indonesian traditional dances with a strong Southeast Asian style.

The Amitofo Care Center (ACC) is honored to be invited to participate in this event. Special thanks to the Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission for providing this platform so that more people can get to know us.

There was a constant crowd at Taipei Main Station that day, and ACC's bazaar booths had benefited.

In the stage area, Ahao, an international student studying at Hsinchu Chung Hwa University located in Taiwan, brought a "Last Train" performance and Apu & Adi who are students at the National Sports University presented the "Kung Fu Boxing". Just watch the host frequently praise these two wonderful performances!

The children of ACC would like to thank the Overseas Chinese Affairs Committee for its great help, which provides us with a lot of Chinese textbooks, so that we can learn Chinese gradually by "turning over each page"